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Session 1: All About Il Shim 

 
Hello and welcome to the Il Shim Program! We are so excited for you to take part in this 
incredible journey over the next 10 weeks! This program is designed for YOU and we hope that 
you will find it valuable and meaningful in deepening your faith in God, True Parents and our 
Community, growing your relationship with your parents and finding ways to get involved that 
inspire you. 
 
As a young Unificationist you may find it challenging to understand the faith of your parents and 
older brothers and sisters. That’s normal! This time of your life should be about making your 
faith something unique and personal to you. This is a time for you to figure out what you believe, 
why you believe it, and what you are going to do about it. We hope that the Il Shim program 
serves as a foundation for you to do just that.  
 
“Il Shim” in Korean translates to “One Heart” or “One Heart and Mind.” This term dates back to 
when True Father was released from Danbury prison. On that day, Father conducted a ceremony 
called “Il Seung Il” or “Day of One Victory.” It was during that ceremony that True Parents 
declared the beginning of the period of responsibility for young Unificationists. In 1989, True 
Parents also conducted an “Il Shim” ceremony to proclaim the total unity between Heavenly 
Parent and True Parents as well as the inheritance of this unity by the children. True Parents 
hoped that the True Children would inherit this unity, carry on the traditions True Parents have 
laid out, and become the people God can live joyfully through. In keeping with the spirit of  this 
original ceremony, we have adopted the Il Shim ceremony for the purpose of supporting young 
Unificationists in taking ownership over their faith, relationship and life. 
 
We hope that the Il Shim program will help you in these four areas of your life: 

● Growing your Life of Faith by supporting you in creating a unique relationship with God 
and discovering tools to support that relationship. 

● Deepening your Understanding of Unificiationist Traditions by providing the resources 
for you to discover the value and significance of aspects of our faith such as True Parents, 
abstinence before marriage, the Blessing, and living for the sake of others. 

● Developing your Relationship with your Parents by encouraging opportunities to develop 
a healthy relationship with your parents through open communication and deepening 
trust. 

● Discovering Ways to Get Involved by connecting you to the people who can help you find 
ways of serving and getting involved in your local community that are inspiring to you.  

 
Each major faith has a significant ceremony that recognizes and promotes the inheritance of 
their faith tradition by their youth such as the Catholic Confirmation ceremony and the Jewish 
Bar/Bat Mitzvah.  The Il Shim Ceremony is quite similar to these ceremonies as it is meant to be 
a way to recognize your maturity and the growing responsibility you are taking in your life. This 
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program is just the starting point for you to truly take ownership over your life of faith, your 
relationships, and your surrounding community. 
Throughout the Il Shim program you and your parents will complete many conditions of faith 
and will also study the tenants of our faith. We hope that through your study you will find that 
our Unificationists faith is something truly valuable and worth committing to. The graduation 
ceremony is meant to highlight this incredible investment you and your family have made as 
well as recognize your commitment to continuing your path of spiritual growth. The ceremony is 
an opportunity for you to make a new beginning and a new commitment in front of God, True 
Parents, and your own family and community.  
 
Please read through the requirements and schedule of the next 10 weeks so you will be prepared. 
You should also take a look at the Il Shim Pledge so you know what you will be pledging before 
God, True Parents, your parents, and your community:  

1. I promise to make sincere effort to develop my relationship with God and my life of faith 
through prayer and through my lifestyle. 

2. I will strive to inherit the Unificationist traditions of honoring True Parents, upholding 
the value of the Blessing by maintaining my sexual purity until the Blessing, and living 
for the sake of others. 

3. I commit to the process of growing and deepening my relationship with my parents by 
practicing healthy and open communication. 

4. I will endeavor to find ways to serve my local church community and wider society with 
my unique passions and talents. 

 
Please also know that your Heavenly Parent is eager to build a relationship with you. God is so 
excited to be able to deepen your relationship together throughout the course of this program. 
Your parents are also equally excited to deepen their relationship with you. The involvement of 
your parents is an essential component of this program! Don’t miss out on these opportunities 
to hear their stories, inherit their life of faith and get to know them in a new way! 
 
We sincerely hope and pray that as you continue your involvement in the Il Shim Program you 
will discover God’s deep and boundless love for you as well as the value of the traditions our 
True Parents have laid out for us. We pray that you will come to know how incredibly valuable 
you are and that you have very special role to play in our world! 
 
Discuss with your Small Group: 

● What aspect of the Il Shim Program are you most interested in and why? 
 
Take Time to Think: 
What is your relationship with God like right now? 
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What is your understanding of the Unificationist faith? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is your relationship like with your parents right now? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In what ways are you involved in our church community right now? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Activity: Goal Setting  
Set goals for the following area’s for your time in Il Shim. When you are finished, write your 
goals on an index card and tape it to the inside of your Il Shim Notebook as a reminder of what 
you are hoping to achieve during Il Shim. Try to keep these goals in mind each week! 

1. Relationship with God Goal: 
2. Understanding our Faith Goal: 
3. Relationship with your Parents Goal: 
4. Involvement in the Church Goal: 
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Homework for this Week: 

○ Go over the packet with your parents 
○ Write down any questions you have here: 
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Session 2: Your Heavenly Parent and You 

 
Who is God? What is God? Is God really there? 
 
If you’ve ever asked yourself these questions you are not alone; having questions about God is a 
normal part of a life of faith. And if you haven’t asked yourself these questions yet then now is a 
good time to think about them! The many religious groups that have developed over the course 
of history may differ in their practices of faith, however, they all agree on one thing: there is 
some type of higher power. And that’s what we call “God.” While each person’s relationship with 
God may be different we all have one thing in common: we are God’s Children, and that makes 
God our Heavenly Parent. As Unificationists we call God our Heavenly Parent because we 
recognize that God has the heart of both a father and a mother.  
 
The pretty amazing thing about God is that we can spend an eternity exploring our relationship 
with Him/Her. There is no end to the pieces of God we can discover. A big part of that 
experience is that we are continually growing ourselves. Our relationship with God is a two way 
street, so that means God is responding to whatever we are going through and wherever we are 
at in our lives. So one day God may be supporting you in a big test you have coming up, and the 
next day God may be helping you work out a fight you had with your sibling. It’s the same God, 
just a different situation in life. God relates to all of it and wants to be a part of all of it! 
 
Because of God’s invisible nature it can be difficult to think about what it means to build a 
relationship with our Heavenly Parent. The Divine Principle teaches us about God’s nature 
through the Principles of Creation. In that chapter of Divine Principle we learn that God’s heart 
behind creating the universe was joy. God wanted to have someone to love and laugh with, and 
that lead Him/Her to YOU! God loves you and loves all of His/Her children with the deepest 
love imaginable. I don’t about you, but that sounds like someone I’d like to get to know! 
 
God made each of us as unique representations of His/Her nature. That means each one of us 
will have a unique relationship with God. If God created the universe for the sake of joy, then the 
best place to start when building your relationship with God is there; where do you feel joy? 
Who or what makes you smile or happy? Where or when do you feel the most joy? Is there a 
place that you feel “in your element,” such as sports, music, or a subject in school? You may not 
realize it, but these are all places that God is most present in your life. God wants nothing more 
than for you to be truly happy, and He/She wants to experience that happiness with you! It may 
take some time to figure out the ways that you relate best with God but you will get there, have 
patience. Perhaps you’re not sure where to start? Here are a few suggestions to consider when 
finding the ways you experience God best: 

- Nature & Creation 
- Sports, Music & The Arts 
- Passion & Expression 
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- Holy Environments & Religious Traditions 
- Family & Friends 

 
Just like every relationship, your relationship with God requires active participation. Imagine 
you had a friend that you loved very much. Now pretend that you’ve tried contacting them every 
day for the past month but they never returned your calls or messages. That’s not very much of a 
relationship is it? The same is true with God. While it may be hard to recognize for now, God is 
talking to you and reaching out to you every day. God is playing His/Her part in our relationship 
but we need to do the same. We need to set aside time everyday to talk to God, connect with 
God, and relate with God. Some people can do that through prayer, some can do it through 
taking a walk in nature, and some can do by taking care of others. The point is they all work, you 
just have to find what works for you!  
 
Up until this point you have been following your parents lead as far as spirituality goes. And 
that’s great because it’s important to inherit the spiritual foundation of our parents so that we 
can build our own life of faith. Now that you’re a teenager, however, it’s time for you to step up 
to the plate. It’s a good idea to keep practicing your life of faith with your parents but now you 
can take it to the next level. Try practicing your spirituality in your own time as well as the time 
you do so with your parents. Take your own initiative to talk to God or invite God into your 
activities. Say a prayer at the start and end of your day by yourself. If prayer is hard for you, try 
journaling to God. Try talking to people  you respect about God. There are so many ways to start 
growing your life of faith. If you are able to take these kinds of steps in your spiritual life then 
your relationship with God will grow tremendously! 
 
God is so excited for you to get to know each other on a deeper and more personal level. In our 
current society God can feel so far away from us. But that was not God’s desire. God created 
human beings so we could interact with our Heavenly Parent in every moment and in a natural 
way. And that’s what it means to have a mature relationship with God. For now we need time to 
practice and develop our spiritual life so that we can build up healthy habits. So enjoy the 
journey and discovery of your Heavenly Parent, He/She is pretty awesome! 
 
 
Discuss with your Small Group: 

● Which characteristics of God do you appreciate most? 
● Where do you see God in the world? 
● What practices do you think would help you build a relationship with God? 

 
Activity: Invitation for God  

● Give everyone a piece of paper and markers. 
● Think of something you are doing this week that God would like to enjoy with you. It can 

be anything from doing homework to eating a meal. 
● Make an invitation for God with the supplies provided. Answer the following questions 

on your invitation: 
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○ Who: (Who are you inviting?) 
○ What: (What are you inviting them to?) 
○ Where: (Where will this be taking place?) 
○ When: (When will this be taking place?) 

● Try putting these invitations somewhere that you can see regularly to remind yourself to 
invite God into your daily activities. 

 
Take Time to Think 
Consider the area’s in your life that you feel the most joy, can you see or feel God’s presence 
during these activities? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is one thing you can do this week to grow your relationship with God? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Homework for this week: 

1. Watch this Divine Principle lecture with your parents by Gerry Servito entitled 
“Creation- Who is God?”, http://dplife.info/blog/view/dojo_posts/1863/ After watching 
the lecture, discuss these questions with your parents and write down your answers: 

○ What is the “heart” of God? 
 
 
 
 
 

○ What makes God a “personal God”? 
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○ How can our surroundings help us to understand God? 
 
 
 
 
 

2. At the end of each day this week write down one way you saw or experienced God/God’s 
Love/Joy. It’s ok if you are still figuring out where you stand with God. This journaling 
exercise is meant to be an opportunity to discover who God is and where you might find 
Him/Her.  

○ Day 1: 
 
 

○ Day 2: 
 
 

○ Day 3: 
 
 

○ Day 4: 
 
 

○ Day 5: 
 
 

○ Day 6: 
 
 

○ Day 7: 
 
 
 

3. Choose a song or a picture that reminds you of God and bring in the lyrics or photo to 
class next week. 
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Session 3: Your Family; Your School of Love 

Our families are the people who help shape us into who we are and who we will become. As 
babies our parents teach us how to eat, use the bathroom and become self-sufficient. And as we 
get older we learn how to interact with others from both our parents and siblings. True Parents 
teach us that the family is the school of love in which we learn how to grow our hearts. And as 
Unificationists we believe that by working on the relationships within our family we will be able 
to also learn how to love all people in the world as an extension of our family. 
 
True Parents have brought us the incredible knowledge of the Four Realms of Heart as the 
blueprint by which we are meant to grow and be able to love as God loves. You can think of the 
four realms as special classes that teach us how to grow a certain aspect of our heart. The four 
realms are represented through four stages of relationships that each human being goes through 
in their family: children’s love, sibling love, conjugal love, and parental love. The basic idea is 
that as you get older you learn to become masters of love in each of these areas.  
 
As youth, your job is to receive the love of your parents and return filial piety (love, respect, and 
honor) back to them. As siblings (and this includes friends along with your actual brothers and 
sisters) you learn camaraderie, teamwork, loyalty, and friendship. When you get married you 
experience romantic love, intimacy, and the process of achieving your dreams together. And 
lastly when you become parents you learn what it means to love someone so much that there’s 
nothing they could do to stop you from loving them. Each of these realms should be conquered 
in sequential order, meaning you should ideally have a good relationship with your parents and 
siblings/friends before you get married. If we were to skip a realm without mastering it and then 
jump into a new realm, it means we haven’t grown our ability to love in that way and that will 
impact us and those around us negatively. The realms are meant to build upon one another. We 
are meant to become a good husband and wife before becoming parents.Once we pass through 
all four realms we will have experienced all the types of relationships God designed for us. And 
ideally we will have grown our capacity to love so much so that we will have become like God.  
 
While that is God’s design, we, however, live in a world that is still reaching towards perfection. 
That means that many people haven’t had the chance to master the different realms of heart. 
And that includes your parents! They are also still working on learning to love the way God does. 
They’ve been at it for a while so they’ve made a lot of progress, but learning to love like God is 
not an easy task to accomplish. They may not be perfect yet, but they are doing the best that they 
can. So try to give them a break sometimes, they are learning how to become the right parents 
for you! After all, they’ve never been parents to you at this stage of your life. 
 
When you were conceived, your parents were so excited to meet you. They waited months and 
months until the day you arrived. And as you grew they eagerly awaited your first steps, first 
words, and your first day of school. They wiped your poopy butts, held you when you were afraid 
of the dark, and prayed for you as you became more independent. You may not always see it, but 
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they love you so much. They are trying hard to balance being involved in your life while still 
giving you the freedom you deserve. It’s not an easy balance to strike, and each person’s 
situations is unique. When communicating with your parents you’ve probably noticed that you 
are often coming from different points of view. That’s normal and natural! And because of that 
your parents may say things that upset you. But their true intention is to help you be successful 
and happy; it’s just that sometimes they don’t know how to express that in a way you will receive 
it. 
 
Here are some examples of what parents might say and what they actually mean. We call it our 
“Parent Dictionary Translation”: 
 

When 
They 
Say: 

What were you 
thinking? Are you 
crazy? Why would 
you do something 

like that? 

What are you doing 
watching T.V./playing 
on the computer? Did 

you do all of your 
homework? 

I don’t like those 
friends that you are 
hanging out with. 

You are getting too 
close to that boy or 

girl. 

What 
They 

Mean Is: 

I love you more 
than life itself and 

sometimes it 
makes me so mad 

that you don’t 
make better 

choices. 

You have so much 
potential. I want you to 
have a great future with 
unlimited possibilities 
and being responsible 
in school helps make a 

foundation for that. 

I want you to think 
about the choices 

you make in life. We 
want you to find true 
love with your future 

spouse. 

 
In our relationships with our parents it’s common that we have built up some concepts about the 
type of people they are based on our experiences. We call this labeling people, and it can be both 
positive or negative. For instance, we might say my Mom is “cute” or my Dad is “close-minded.” 
The problem with labeling people is that it limits our perspective of them. If we think our parent 
is a “bad listener,” then we automatically don’t want to talk to them. Our negative labels define 
our parents in a way that keeps them at a distance from us. But the truth about our parents is 
that they are changing and growing every day, just like we are. And if we keep labeling them a 
certain way we will never notice that they have actually changed and have become a good 
listener! In our society we tend to think our parents aren’t cool or don’t. In our society we tend 
to think our parents aren’t cool and don’t understand what it’s like to live in this world. But 
that’s not exactly true. We have to give them a chance to become the best parents that they can 
be and put down our labels for a while. They may not be as good at technology as you are, but 
they do know a thing or two about life! 
A healthy relationship between parents and children requires two active parties. Your parents 
are trying to find the right ways to communicate and support you, and we should do the same! 
Here are some tips to consider to improve your communication with your parents: 
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- Think about the situation from your parents point of view. When they tell you not to do 
something ask yourself, “why don’t they want me to do this?” 

- Ease their concern with a solution you can commit to. If your parents are worried about 
you spending too much time with a boy or girl, talk to them about what safeguards you 
have in place to keep your relationship as just friends. 

- Listen to them, don’t shut them out. If you feel strongly about a topic you should express 
yourself, but give your parents a chance to be heard as well. 

- Be kind with your words. If you are having a tough conversation be careful not to be 
insulting or criticizing. They are entitled to their own opinions as are you. 

- Focus on “I” statements such as “I feel like you’re not understanding my point of view,” 
instead of “you’re not listening to me!” 

 
The beauty of families is that no matter what you go through, you will still be family! We will all 
go through our ups and downs in our relationships with our family members. Sometimes your 
brothers and sisters may drive you crazy, and sometimes you may be so happy to have them. 
That’s life with a family! Even though they may not be perfect, we’re lucky to have them. 

 

 
Discuss with your Small Group: 

● What is your favorite family tradition? 
● What have you learned from being in the sibling realm of heart? 
● What is one area of your life that you could be more understanding towards your 

parents? 
 
Activity: Identifying Labels 

● List all of the labels you give each of your parents here: 
○ Mom: 

 
 
 
 

○ Dad: 
 
 
 
 

● Write down the most common label you give to each parent: 
○ Mom: 
○ Dad: 

● Share about these two points: 
○ What is the biggest label you give  for each parent? 
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○ How could your relationship with your parent change if you stopped labeling 
them that way?  
 
 
 

Take Time to Think: 
How is your relationship with your parents currently? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How would you like your relationship with your parents to be? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What can you do to be the son or daughter they want to be?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Homework this Week: 

1. Find a unique way to serve and/or take care of your parents this week. Make sure you 
have a chance to serve your mom and dad. You can serve each of them in different 
instances. Try to think from their point of view so you can find a service they will truly 
appreciate. Write down what you did and their reaction to it here and be ready to share 
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about it in class next week: 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Spend time interviewing your parents about their lives using the interview questions on 
the next page. Write down the answers to their questions. 

3. Read from the Cheon Seong Gyeong Book 5, Chapter 1, Section 4: The Family is the Base 
of Happiness (pages 489- 493). At the end of each paragraph share a summary with your 
parents about the meaning of that section. 
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Parent Interview Questions 

The intention of the interview is to get a deeper understanding of who your parents are and what 
is really important to them. Be open to the possibility that there is a lot of depth to your parents 
that you may not have seen quite yet, and that this is an opportunity to see more of that depth. 

The way to gain the most from this interview is to really own it. You do not have to ask every 
question on this list. You are encouraged to create your own list of 5-8 questions. You are 
welcome to take questions from the list below that you think would be valuable to ask your 
parents, and you are welcome to create your own questions. You can interview your parents 
individually or together. 

1. What were you like as a teenager? 

2. What was your first impression of Dad/ Mom? 

3. What is a moment where Dad/ Mom had a profound impact on you? 

4. How has your view of life changed when you became a parent? 

5. What was I like as a baby? 

6. What is your favorite memory of you and me when I was growing up? 

7. What was your life like before you joined the church? 

8. What was your experience joining the church and why did you join? 

9. What is a core belief or commitment that you live by? 

10. What really inspires you these days? 
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Session 4: Becoming the Best “Me” 

Think for a moment about someone in your life that you look up to. What is about them that 
makes you respect them and perhaps want to become like them? When we think about some of 
the well-known people in history who have impacted the world we see a few common qualities. 
And one of them is them is their unchanging pursuit of making the world a better place. When 
we hear stories of people who have overcome insurmountable odds and persevered to be 
victorious we can’t help but feel the tugs of our heart strings. Each of us wants to be part of that 
kind of story. What if we could be remembered as someone who made a difference in the world? 
Is it even possible? If so, how?  
 
Father Moon’s personal motto for his life is “Before conquering the universe, I must first 
conquer myself.” Father Moon has done incredible things for God and for the world, so it’s clear 
he knows what he’s talking about. But what does it mean to “conquer myself”? It means to 
become a person of integrity. Having integrity means being a person who is honest and 
righteous. A person of integrity will do what they know is right even if other’s don’t agree and 
will follow their personal moral compass. Many people can talk about what it means to be a good 
person, but there aren’t many people who practice what they preach. We need to become people 
who can match what they say with what they do.  
 
It can be hard to practice being a person of integrity in our society. Perhaps your friends at 
school don’t have the same values as you. They can put you in a situation where you are being 
pressured to do or say something you don’t want to. Have you ever felt your friends were 
pushing you to do something even though you felt it wasn’t right? That’s the effect of peer 
pressure. And it’s not a healthy place to be. You should choose environments where you and 
your conscience can feel clear. Your friends are some of the most influential people in your life, 
so it’s important to surround yourself with the types of friends that help you become a better 
person, not the opposite. You have a choice with whom you surround yourself. If you feel like 
some of your friends aren’t good for you it’s time to walk away. It may be hard to do at first, but 
in the end you’ll be happier because of it.  
 
In our world it can be hard to stand up for something and that’s why we have to practice 
integrity. But we also have to strike a balance between maintaining a standard of goodness and 
truly loving others as our brothers and sisters. We may not agree with the lifestyle choices of 
others, but that doesn’t warrant treating them poorly or judging them. God’s heart towards all of 
His/Her children is nothing but love. Even if God may want us to make different choices in our 
lives He/She gave us free will so that we could create the lives we want. God never judges us or 
holds things against us. And that’s the ultimate standard with which we should hold ourselves 
up to. We should practice the same type of love towards the people in our lives. 
 
If we can become people of true character who can balance integrity and love, we will also 
become the people who impact the world around us. We will become the people that others look 
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up to and and aspire to be. We will become the people who can create Cheon Il Guk on earth. 
True Parents have taught us that we should become “owners of Cheon Il Guk.” An owner is 
someone who takes responsibility of something. If you own a car, you take care of it. You fill it 
up with gas when it’s empty, you get oil changes regularly, you clean it, and maintain all of its 
parts so it runs well. Becoming an owner of Cheon Il Guk means we take care of all its’ parts so it 
runs well. If our physical environment is covered with littered, we clean it up. If the people in 
our environment aren’t treating each other with love and respect, we speak up. If someone is 
hurting, we lend a helping hand. When our conscience urges us about a particular situation, we 
do something about it.  
 
One of the most awesome parts of becoming an owner of Cheon Il Guk is that we get the chance 
to focus on our talents and interests. Each of us has some unique passions and skills that we 
have developed over the years. Some of you may have a subject in school that you excel in or 
really enjoy. Some of you may have a passion for sports, technology, music, or one of your 
hobbies. These are all important parts of what makes you who you are, and God wants you to be 
excellent in those area’s. Becoming an owner of Cheon Il Guk also means that you can use your 
passions and skills to make the world a better place. If you pursue them, your passions and 
interests will give you the opportunity to help others and help the world at large. 
 
When people think about changing the world they often think that they can’t make any 
difference. We turn to those who have money, power, intelligence, or are famous and count on 
them to make the right choices to impact the world. But we shouldn’t  just count on others to 
make the world a better place, we have to count on ourselves! God designed each of us with the 
potential to do great things. Even if you don’t think you have much to offer, remember that there 
is no one in the world like you. You are the only one who can offer your insights, your thoughts, 
and your impact to the world. The world needs you just the way you are! 
 
 
Discuss with your Small Group: 

● Who is someone you look up to and what do you admire about them? 
● When people talk about you, how do you want to be remembered? What can you do to 

become that type of person? 
● What is one of your greatest passions/interests, and how could you use that to impact the 

world around you either now or in the future? 
 
Activity: Building the Best Habits 

● An important part of becoming the best version of ourselves is developing good habits 
that shape us into the types of people we want to be. Think of some things that you do 
that help you be the person you want to be. Write down some tips and habits that are 
helpful for you in the following areas: 

○ Body: 
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○ Mind: 
 
 
 

○ Heart: 
 
 
 

○ Spirit: 
 
 
 

● Share these on paper with your peers. 
● Share with a partner about one idea you saw that you would like to try for yourself. Write 

that idea down here: 
 
 
 

Take Time to Think: 
Fill out this survey: 
*If you agree with the statement, circle the highest number, lowest if you disagree 

1. I always do the right thing, even when it is costly or difficult 1-2-3-4-5  
2. I always put my best foot forward 1-2-3-4-5 
3. I don’t give into temptation 1-2-3-4-5 
4. I always keep my promises 1-2-3-4-5 
5. Complete the statement: I think I am/ am not a person of integrity because… 

 
 
 
 
What kinds of friends do you surround yourself with? Are they helping you become a better 
“me”? 
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Make a list of 3 things you can do this week to impact someone or something around you.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Homework this Week: 

1. Watch this Divine Principle lecture with your parents by Gerry Servito entitled “What is 
our Purpose?”, http://dplife.info/blog/view/dojo_posts/creation-part-3/ After watching 
the lecture, discuss these questions with your parents and write the answers down in 
your packet: 

a. What is indirect dominion and direct dominion/perfection? 
 
 
 
 
 

b. Why did God give us freedom and responsibility? 
 
 
 
 
 

c. What are life and “death” elements and how do they impact you? 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Read from the Cheong Seon Gyeong, Book 12, Chapter 3, Section 2: High Noon 
Settlement and a Life of Resonance (pages 1310-1313). At the end of each paragraph 
share a summary with your parents about the meaning of that section. 

3. Use the list of 3 things you came up with during your reflection today to impact the world 
around you. Accomplish all 3 acts this week and write about what you did and how it 
impacted the world around you in your packet. 
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Session 5: Being a Unificationist 

The word “unification” means to be united. So it makes sense that Unificationism is about 
bringing together people of different religions, races, cultures, and walks of life. A key factor in 
our faith is that we are all God’s children and that makes us brothers and sisters. And one of the 
important aspects of our church is to bring unity and healing among the divisions of the world to 
bring peace and joy to God’s heart. The way that each of us does that however, may be a little 
different from each other. But it’s all about the same thing: bringing humanity back to God, their 
Heavenly Parent.  
 
If you ask any member of our church what it means to be a Unificationist they may say 
something different. And that’s OK! Each person’s faith is as unique as their own personality 
and we celebrate that as a Unificationist community. Although every person may practice their 
faith in a unique way, there are a few things we all agree on that make us a Unificationist 
community. When in doubt we can always turn to the Divine Principle and the teachings of True 
Parents to help us find clarity. Here a few highlights from the teachings of True Parents that 
make our faith community different from others: 
 

- God is a parent and has the heart of both a mother and father. 
- God has been working throughout all of human history to bring joy to humankind since 

the time of the Fall, which was the result of immature love relationships between Adam, 
Eve, and Lucifer. 

- God designed the family as the School of Love in which we learn how to love and take 
care of others through the relationships within our family. 

- Father and Mother Moon have taken on the messianic mission of completing the work 
left undone during Jesus’ life at the time of his crucifixion. 

- The Divine Principle is the main theology of our community and has deep insights 
concerning God and human history. 

- The Marriage Blessing is our opportunity to receive salvation as a family through our 
True Parents. 

 
True Parents have worked tirelessly throughout their lifetime to pave the way for God to reunite 
with His children. They had to endure incredible suffering so that the culture of our world could 
change and we could find our way to our Heavenly Parent. They shared profound insights and 
truth with our world that help us to live a heavenly and righteous life. It is their example of 
unconditional love and service that we emulate as members of the Unification church. As young 
Unificationists it can be hard to feel connected to True Parents. But we can build a relationship 
with them by studying their word and learning about their life through hon dok hae and the 
stories of the 1st Generation. 
 
The people who first joined and shaped our church are known as the 1st Generation. Their faith 
in True Parents is what allowed our community to grow and expand as rapidly as it has. No 
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other church has grown as quickly as ours during the lifetime of its founder, and that’s because 
of the 1st Generation. Many times they were asked to do conditions and actions that were 
challenging, didn’t make sense, or went against what the world told them was normal. But 
because of their investment through fundraising, witnessing, and programming the providence 
of restoration was able to move forward tremendously. 
 
Growing up as a young person in our church you may not have always been sure why we do the 
things that we do. The traditions you practice as a family may be very different from those of 
your friends and you may sometimes have had a hard time explaining them. However, each of 
our traditions have a rich spiritual history and come directly from our True Parents. If you ever 
have questions about why we are doing something as a faith community we encourage you to ask 
your parents! What a great way to take ownership of your faith! Here are a few of our unique 
traditions and a brief explanation of why we do them. These explanations are very short, so if 
you have more questions please talk to your parents. They would be happy to answer them for 
you! 
 

- Praying in our own name: We have received authority from True Parents to report and 
pray directly to God, instead of reporting through the use of someone else’s name.  

- Hon Dok Hae & Pledge: Time at the beginning of each day to connect with God and read 
God’s word so we can have a clear mind, heart, and spirit for the rest of our day. 

- Holy Songs: Songs of great spiritual power. Father Moon wrote the words to many of 
these songs.  

- Holy Candles & Holy Salt: Holy items that bless either our spiritual atmosphere or bless 
our physical goods. These holy items allow Heaven to create a heavenly environment 
around us. 

- Holy Ground: Specific places that have been blessed and serve as places of direct 
connection to God and good spirit world in which our prayers can be received directly. 

- Holy Days: Special days that were created by our True Parents to celebrate important 
moments in providential history and the creation of a new culture. 

- The Blessing: A significant ceremony in which a husband and wife exchange vows, drink 
the holy wine, and represents the start of a heavenly blood lineage. 

- Seung Hwa: A funeral service in which we honor the life and spirit of a person and send 
them off joyfully to the spiritual world. 

 
As a young Unificationist you will go through your own journey of discovering your faith and 
creating your own spiritual life. The traditions of our church are a framework by which you can 
go on that path. You should always feel free to ask questions and understand the purpose and 
meaning behind the traditions of our church. There is great depth and meaning behind each of 
them. We carry on these traditions because of their spiritual value and the blessings and growth 
they bring to our lives and our world. 
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Discuss with your Small Group: 
● What part of our Unificationist traditions do you identify with most?  
● What is one thing you admire about True Parents and why? 
● Share a story you heard from your parents about the early days of the church and the 

course of the 1st Generation. If you can’t remember a specific story, then share what you 
admire about 1st Generation. 

 
Activity: Unificationist Trivia  

● Come up with 3 trivia questions about our church and what it means to be a 
Unificationist. 

● Try to make the questions challenging and keep in mind that it’s ok if you don’t know the 
answers to the questions yourself. 

● Work together to find the answers to all of the trivia questions within 7 minutes. You can 
use any resources available such as books, phones, internet, people, etc.! 

● See which answers you got right! 
 
Take Time to Think: 
What aspects of our church do you appreciate most? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What aspects of our church do you not yet understand? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Who can you talk to about the aspects of our church you don’t understand yet? 
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Homework this Week: 

1. Ask your parents these questions and write their answers down here: 
a. Who are True Parents to you? 

 
 
 
 
 

b. What do you admire most about True Parents? 
 
 
 
 
 

c. What did they teach you that changed your perspective on life? 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Watch this Divine Principle lecture with your parents by Rev. Kevin Thompson entitled 
“Purpose of the Messiah Part 2”, 
http://dplife.info/blog/view/dojo_posts/purpose-of-the-messiah-part-2/ After watching 
the lecture, discuss these questions with your parents and write the answers down here: 

a. How come the Messiah came and was killed if that wasn’t God’s original 
intention? 
 
 
 
 
 

b. What are the barriers to us recognizing the Messiah? 
 
 
 
 
 

c. What was John the Baptist’s role in welcoming Jesus? 
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3. Offer a 24-hour fasting condition with your parents during this week. The purpose of the 
condition should be related to this week’s content, “Being a Unificationist.” You and your 
parents can decide the specific purpose so that it is most relevant to you and your 
experience. Write down your purpose for your fasting condition here: 
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Il Shim 2 Day Retreat 
God’s Design for Me 

 

Day 1: Owning the 1st Blessing 
8:30 AM Arrivals & Board Games 
9:00 AM Break the Ice 
9:30 AM Introductions 
10:00 AM Presentation # 1: God’s Design for Me; The Three Blessings 

Discussion 
● What is one way you can work on accomplishing the first blessing? 

 
 
 

● What is one way you can prepare for the second blessing? 
 
 
 

● What is one way you can see yourself having dominion over creation in 
the future? 
 
 
 

11:00 AM Presentation #2: Discovering Your Relationship with God 
Discussion: 

● What is one way you already know that you connect with God? 
 
 
 

● What is one way you would like to try to connect with God? 
 
 
 

● Who can help you be accountable to your relationship with God? 
 
 
 

12:00 PM Lunch 
1:00 PM Service Project 

An important part of the Il Shim Retreat is doing a service project. As 
Unificationists we want to embrace a lifestyle of living for the sake of others. This 
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kind of lifestyle  of course means more than just doing a service project every now 
and then, but this project is a great way to kick start that type of mentality.  

4:00 PM Breaks and Snacks 
4:30 PM Church Traditions Stations 

These stations are an opportunity for the you to practice, understand, and inherit 
some of our faith’s traditions. You will also have the opportunity to go home with 
your own Holy Salt, Holy Candle, and picture of True Parents to use on your own 
time.  

● Holy Salt 
● Holy Candle 
● Pledge & True Parents Picture 

6:00 PM Dinner 
7:00 PM Evening Program: Being a Person of Integrity 
9:30 PM Closing 

 
 

Day 2: Preparing for the 2nd Blessing & 3rd Blessing 
 
7:00 AM Morning Exercises 
7:30 AM Hon Dok Hae 
8:00 AM Breakfast 
9:00 AM Matching & Blessing Testimonies 
10:30 AM Personal Mission Statement Building 
12:00 PM Lunch with Parents 
1:00 PM Homework: Review & Assign 

Review Last Week’s Homework 
Homework this Week: 

1. Before Il Shim is completed you will need to complete three hours of 
service internship work with your local church by graduation. Your 
homework for this week is to choose your area for internship and make a 
plan for how and when you will complete three hours of service. Write 
down what area of ministry you are interested in working with and who 
the contact person for that ministry is: 

○ Area of Ministry: 
○ Contact Person: 

2. Think about what aspects of your spiritual life are important to you and 
make your own holy day or spiritual tradition. Practice your tradition or 
celebrate your holy day with your family and share with the class next 
week. Write down what you did here: 
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3. Design a display for the family mission statement we are making later 
today and put it up somewhere in your house. 

3:00 PM Family Session: Family Mission Statement 
1. Discuss a few of these questions as a family to help you begin writing your 

family mission statement. You can choose which questions you would like 
to discuss: 

○ What kind of family do we want to be? 
○ What is the purpose of our family? 
○ What kinds of things do we want to do? 
○ What kind of feeling do we want to have in our home? 
○ What kind of home would you like to invite your friends to? 
○ What embarrasses you about our family? 
○ What makes you want to come home? 
○ What do we want to be remembered by? 
○ What kind of relationships do we want to have with one another? 
○ How do we want to treat one another and speak to one another? 
○ What things are truly important to us as a family? 
○ What are the unique talents, gifts, and abilities of family 

members? 
○ What are our responsibilities as family members? 
○ What are the principles and guidelines we want our family to 

follow? 
○ Who are our heroes? What it is about them that we like and would 

like to emulate? 
○ What families inspire us and why do we admire them?  
○ How can we contribute to society as a family and become more 

service-oriented? 
(These questions are taken from an article written by Brett & Kate 
McKay called “Creating a Positive Family Culture: How and Why 
to Create a Family Mission Statement. You can read the article 
here: 
http://www.artofmanliness.com/2013/08/21/creating-a-family-c
ulture-how-and-why-to-create-a-family-mission-statement/) 

2. Create your own mission statement. Feel free to make your mission 
statement however you please. You can make a short phrase, short 
paragraph, or whatever works for your family. There is no wrong way to 
do this!  

○ Here’s a quote from Stephen Covey on what a family mission 
statement is that may be helpful to steer you in the right direction, 
“A family mission statement is a combined, unified expression 
from all family members of what your family is all about --- what it 
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is you really want to do and be --- and the principles you choose to 
govern your family life.”  

4:00 PM Closing & Farewell 
Thank everyone for their participation and offer a closing prayer for the retreat. 
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Session 7: I’m Worth Waiting For 

 
A few weeks ago we learned when God created us He/She envisioned each of us building lives of 
love, joy, and fulfillment. We also learned that God invested His/Her entire self into creation 
with the hope that it would become a world full of happy families living in happy communities. 
And yet when we look at the world around us we see that it is far from God’s hope. We can’t help 
but ask ourselves, what happened? How did the world stray so far from God’s ideal? The answer 
to that can be found by looking at the story of our first human ancestors: Adam and Eve. 
 
You’ve probably heard the story of the Human Fall a few times before. After creating Adam and 
Eve, God shared with them all the wonderful things that they had in store for their lives. God 
expressed His/Her excitement over being able to experience their lives through them. And 
He/She also asked them to wait to have a romantic relationship until they were mature people 
and could receive God’s blessing. As time went on, however, Lucifer, who was God’s right hand 
man, started feeling jealous towards the love Adam and Eve were receiving from God. Lucifer 
began flirting with Eve and convincing her that she was missing out on something amazing by 
not having a romantic physical relationship. Eventually, Eve began to have feelings for Lucifer 
which lead her to have a sexual relationship with him. Eve was ashamed of her actions and she 
turned to Adam for love, comfort, and an attempt to be who she was before her mistakes with 
Lucifer. However, Adam also gave into Eve’s affection and they had a sexual relationship before 
receiving God’s blessing. This original sin has been passed down through generations and is the 
reason our world has distorted romantic physical relationships. 
 
Adam and Eve knew the consequences of engaging in a romantic relationship before they were 
ready, so why is it that they could make such a mistake? The Divine Principle teaches us that the 
power of love is stronger than the power of the principle (or in this case, God’s commandment to 
wait until maturity to have a romantic relationship). God designed the world this way so that we 
could build fulfilling and personalized lives for ourselves. If the power of the principle were 
stronger than love we would consider following the rules and principles as more important than 
loving and taking care of people. We would put studying scripture above our unique relationship 
with our Heavenly Parent. Instead of this, God made love the most powerful force of the 
universe so that we could lead dynamic and meaningful lives with Him/Her at the center. 
 
While this is a great blessing, the time in our lives in which we are growing towards maturity can 
be difficult. We call this time the period of indirect dominion. To traverse this time well we need 
to follow God’s principles so that we can reach the period of direct dominion in which our 
desires and God’s desires become one. This is why God asked Adam and Eve to wait for their 
marriage until they were mature. If we don’t wait until we are mature beings, we end up with 
hurt hearts or hurting others because we weren’t ready to engage in a romantic relationship. 
When we talk about saving ourselves for marriage, we’re talking about more than just having 
sex. Our faith teaches us that we are both physical and spiritual beings. So that means there is 
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both a physical and spiritual aspect of purity and that means that purity has many aspects and 
levels to it.  
 
The spiritual aspect of our purity has to do with what we allow our spirit to interact with. This 
includes the types of movies and T.V. shows you watch, the types of books you read, and the 
types of music you listen to. It also includes making important decisions regarding pornography. 
Pornography are materials that displays vivid sexual activity and include pictures, video’s and 
even books. Because pornography is so easy to access online, you will probably be exposed to it 
in the near future if you haven’t already been exposed to it already. But it’s important to know 
the whole story about pornography. There’s a whole science about the negative impact of 
pornography on your brain and your ability to have meaningful romantic relationships in the 
future. All of the research surrounding pornography says the same thing; pornography is not 
healthy for you or your future marriage.  
 
Nurturing our purity on both of the spiritual and physical planes is the reason we, as 
Unificationists, choose not to date. It may be hard to explain to your friends why you don’t date 
when they may already have boyfriends and girlfriends. We choose not to date because we want 
to give our whole heart, soul, and body to our future spouse. If we were to have other romantic 
relationships before marriage we would always have the memory of other people we dated, 
kissed, and shared our feelings with. Instead, we want to be able to share every “first” with our 
spouse and continue to learn about a man and woman relationship through our spouse only. 
True Parents have taught us that it is only through our spouse that we are able to understand 
God and understand all people of the opposite gender. 
 
The awesome part of nurturing your purity while you are in this stage of your life is that it gives 
you the freedom to focus on the things that make you happy! This is the time for you to find your 
hobbies and think about what kind of life you want to live. This is your time to have adventures, 
discover yourself and the world around you, and become the person you want to be. Choosing to 
save romantic relationships for when you are mature and ready to get married means you have 
the freedom to live your life to the fullest! So enjoy it, because God certainly wants to enjoy your 
life with you. One day you’ll get blessed and experience marriage the way God intended it to be, 
and you can look forward to that. But in the meantime it’s important to continue to be invested 
in your purity so that you can be the best future husband or wife for your spouse.  
 
Here are a few tips and tools to help you in maintaining a pure lifestyle and becoming a mature 
person: 

- Choose your music, movies, and T.V. shows well 
- Tell your parents when you have feelings for someone of the opposite gender 
- Hang out with friends of different genders in groups, instead of one-on-one 
- Let your friends know where you stand in terms of dating and purity 

 
The most important tip having a pure lifestyle is to fill your time with activities and experiences 
that you love. That way you can focus on being the best version of you! 
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Discuss with your Small Group: 

● What are your thoughts on crushes, dating and temptation/pornography? 
● How have your own experiences with crushes, dating, and temptation/pornography 

impacted your life? 
● How do you deal with or want to deal with crushes, dating, and or 

temptation/pornography? 
 

Take Time to Think: 
What tips do you use, or want to use, to keep yourself accountable in terms of living a pure life? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Why do you feel waiting to have a romantic relationship until marriage is important? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What activities, adventures, and experiences do you want to invest your time in now instead of 
spending your time dealing with crushes, dating and/or temptation/pornography?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Activity: Role Playing  

● Draft responses to these possible scenarios here: 
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○ Someone asks you for your number, or out on a date 
 
 
 

○ Someone is pestering you about why you don’t have a boyfriend/girlfriend 
 
 
 

○ Someone asks you about your Il Shim ring  
 
 
 

○ Someone is talking about having sex and asks you if you have had sex before 
1. Role play these scenario’s with your Il Shim leader.  
2. It might feel kind of funny to do these role plays, but this is an opportunity to practice to 

these real life situations that will happen to you if they haven’t already! 
 
Homework this Week: 

1. Fill out the “My Plans for My Internet” form at the end of this section and go over your 
answers with your parents. 

2. Write 2-3  paragraphs in response to the prompt, “The Kind of Husband/Wife I want to 
be.” There’s a page for this at the end of this section: 

3. Read from the Cheon Seong Gyeong Book 1, Chapter 4, Section 1: The Parent whose 
position was usurped (pages 98-100). At the end of each paragraph share a summary 
with your parents about the meaning of that section. 

4. Here are some optional resources to learn more about the impact of pornography on 
your mind and body: 

■ www.fightthenewdrug.org 
■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bb1hkIjcSJQ  

■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flh8gnC6J1s 
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My Plans for My Internet 

The internet is an amazing place where you can learn anything! Unfortunately, some people 
have abused this freedom and are making material available that impacts your attempts to lead 
a pure lifestyle. It may seem harmless because it’s just the internet, but it’s important to have a 
plan in action for when you are confronted with potentially harmful situations. 

Please fill out this form with honest ideas and answers. You can fill in as many or as little ideas 
in each section, but please fill out at least one answer for each section. 

1. I use the following online chatting and messaging services: 
 
 
 

2. I have the following guidelines for my online messaging conversations: 
 
 
 
 

3. I use the following social media websites: 
 
 
 

4. I have the following guidelines regarding what type of personal information I put on my 
page: 
 
 
 
 

5. When talking online with people I have only met online and do not know in real life I 
have the following guidelines: 
 
 
 
 

6. When I come across inappropriate content online such as images, videos, and 
conversations that are sexual in nature, I… 
 
 
 
 

7. If someone I have met online asks me to meet in person, I have the following guidelines: 
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The Kind of Husband/Wife I want to be 
Write 2-3  paragraphs in response to this prompt 
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Session 8: The Greatest Blessing 

Marriage is an amazing commitment between a man and woman to love each other in sickness 
and in health and for better and for worse. Although it may seem like people don’t see as much 
value in marriage these days, the research says that marriage is a beneficial investment!For 
instance, married people experience less depression and less poverty. Men who are married tend 
to make more money than single men with similar education and job histories. Married women 
report higher levels of physical and psychological health. Children raised by their own married 
mother and father are more likely to stay in school, have better reports on behavior and 
attendance in school, and are more likely to graduate from college. They are also more likely to 
be successful in forming their own lasting marriages in the future. Overall the facts are clear, 
married people tend to be happier, healthier, and are more successful in their careers. You can 
learn more about the benefits of marriage by checking out these resources:  

- http://www.familyfacts.org/briefs/1/the-benefits-of-marriage  
- http://www.foryourmarriage.org/what-are-the-social-benefits-of-marriage/  

 
As Unificationists, we believe that marriage is an essential part of God’s plan and our path 
towards becoming the best versions of ourselves. However, we see that marriage in our current 
society has lost some of its spiritual value and significance as a result of the Fall. That is why we 
celebrate the Marriage Blessing. The Korean word for the Blessing is “chukbok,” which literally 
means “praying for blessings.” The Marriage Blessing is the greatest blessing you can receive 
because it’s the first time in human history that God has been able to give His/Her Blessing to 
married couples! If Adam and Eve had not fallen and instead become mature before having a 
romantic relationship, they would have experienced their Blessing ceremony. However, Adam 
and Eve fell and all of their descendants have been unable to receive God’s Blessing. That’s why 
True Parents have focused much of their effort on the Marriage Blessing. Because of True 
Parents God is finally able to give His/Her Blessing to humankind. God can finally have His/Her 
wishes fulfilled and have His/Her grief of the past six thousand years resolved. 
 
The ultimate purpose of the Marriage Blessing is to build a foundation for a happy and true 
family. While there are many happy families in the world, marriage doesn’t always produce a 
happy family. This is because we have inherited bad habits and ancestral sins from our society 
and ancestors. When we partake of the holy wine ceremony at our Blessing, our connection to 
Satan’s lineage is cut off and our mistakes and sins that have occurred in our life are also 
eliminated. It doesn’t mean that drinking of the holy wine fixes everything in your life, but it 
does give you a direct connection to God’s blood lineage and a fresh start in your spiritual life. 
That’s why we call children who are born after their parents Blessing as “Blessed Children.” 
Blessed Children have been born directly into God’s lineage, instead of Satan’s lineage, and don’t 
have the “original sin” which is what humanity has inherited from the Fall of Adam and Eve. 
 
When we look at the world today we can see that many romantic relationships end with hurt and 
pain. But God’s original plan for the Marriage Blessing was that it is the place in which a man 
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and a woman can inherit the love of God. God exists with the dual characteristics of masculinity 
and femininity, and so the union of a man and woman represents God in His/Her entirety. 
Getting Blessed is a statement that says we will perfect ourselves and become like God. Being in 
a Blessed Marriage gives you the opportunity to grow into a more well-rounded and loving 
person. Through the ups and downs of a Blessed Marriage you learn to love your spouse 
unconditionally and see them from God’s point of view. You will help your spouse grow and 
change through your relationship. But even more importantly, you will find opportunities to 
challenge and grow your own character. That’s the beauty of a Blessed Marriage; that you and 
your spouse will grow your character together and your ability to love one another. Throughout 
your marriage you will comfort each other when you feel lonely, share joy together, and give 
each other strength during your difficulties. True Parents have taught us that over time you will 
become like one body, each spouse representing a foot of one body. And together you will leave 
footprints of love for humanity and for God. 
 
When it comes time for you to begin your initial path towards the Matching and Marriage 
Blessing it can be rather daunting. It will be some time from now before you feel ready to begin 
this process, but a key thing to remember is that the first step is to talk to your parents. They are 
the ones who will help guide you in creating the right process for you. If you have trouble 
communicating with your parents about this important topic, you can also talk to another elder 
figure in your community who can act as a mediator and support you and your parents during 
this process.  
 
Here are some general tips and information to keep in mind regarding your future Matching and 
Blessing Process: 

- If you have feelings about a friend who you think might be a good candidate for your 
future Matching and Blessing, tell your parents about it.  

- If you have concerns about the matching process, talk with your parents and decide how 
you can work together to make both of you feel more comfortable throughout the 
experience.  

- The matching process can take a significant amount of time. Make sure you go into the 
process for the long term result, and not the short term payoff. 

- There are many resources available to you and your parents at http://bfm.familyfed.org  
 
The Matching and Blessing may seem like a long ways a way, but remember that the process 
begins now. This is your time to work on your relationship with God, your family, and become 
the kind of future spouse you want to be!  
 
Discuss with your Small Group: 

● In your opinion, what makes The Blessing so special? 
● When do you think a person is ready to start a relationship through the matching? 
● What do you admire about your parent’s blessing/marriage? 

 
Activity: Am I What I’m Looking For? (10 minutes) 
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● Write down 10 qualities or aspects of a person that you might be looking for in a future 
spouse. 

1. 6. 
2. 7.  
3. 8. 
4. 9. 
5. 10. 

● Share your list with a small group. 
● Ask yourself “do I have these qualities?”. Use this activity as a reminder  that we should 

become the type of spouse that we would want to have in the future. 
● Choose 2-3 qualities from your list that you are achieving: 

 
 
 
 

● Choose 2-3 qualities from your life that you want to work on achieving:  
 
 
 

Take Time to Think: 
Is there a married couple in your church community that you admire? What do you admire 
about their relationship? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do you think the Blessing is an important step in your future? Why or why not? 
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What do you hope your future marriage will look like? What kind of relationship do you envision 
for yourself? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Homework this Week: 

1. Continue completing your 3 hours of service internship with your local community. 
2. Complete a 7 Day prayer condition with your parents this week. Focus on the 4 points of 

the Il Shim Pledge: 
a. I promise to make sincere effort to develop my relationship with God and my life 

of faith through prayer and through my lifestyle. 
b. I will strive to inherit the Unificationist traditions of honoring True Parents, 

upholding the value of the Blessing by maintaining my sexual purity until the 
Blessing, and living for the sake of others. 

c. I commit to the process of growing and deepening my relationship with my 
parents by practicing healthy and open communication. 

d. I will endeavor to find ways to serve my local church community and wider 
society with my unique passions and talents. 
These things I pledge before God, True Parents, my parents, and my community. 

3. Complete the 10-Year Vision Worksheet at the end of this section.  
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10- Year Vision Worksheet 

Think how old you will be 10 years from now and think about what type of life you want to have. 
 

1. Briefly describe what you hope your life will be like in each of these areas: 
a. Family & Relationships (Married? Children? Friends? Family?) 

 
 
 
 
 

b. Education & Career (School? Job? Industry?) 
 
 
 
 
 

c. Hobbies & Travel (How will you spend your free time? Where you will live?) 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Based on your above descriptions, determine at least one specific goal for each of these 
areas. For instance, married with 1 kid, working at a law firm, play basketball in my free 
time.  

a. Family & Relationships: 
 

b. Education & Career: 
 

c. Hobbies & Travel: 
 

3. Make 2-3 intermediary steps that will help you achieve each of these goals: 
a. Family & Relationships: 

 
 
 

b. Education & Career: 
 
 
 

c. Hobbies & Travel: 
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Session 9: Plugging In 

There’s a common concept in our society that teaches us if you give your time, energy, money, 
and resources to others, you will end up with less than what you started with. But if we all lived 
that way, what kind of a world would we be living in? Do we really want to live in a place where 
people focus only on their own needs and don’t take care of others? That kind of world is not the 
one God designed for us. So there must be something false about this concept. The Divine 
Principle teaches us that the universe was designed with the spiritual law of give and take action. 
What this means is that God created the universe with the law that you get something in return 
when you give to others. Simply put, if you give to others you will receive from others. God made 
this a spiritual law, so you can count on the fact that it will never change.  
 
So what do you get in return when you give to others? You may very well receive external things 
such as gifts, money, or acts of kindness. But that’s not what the law of give and take action is 
talking about. When you give to others you create a spiritual relationship between your soul and 
the soul of the other person. It’s your spirit that is able to reap the biggest benefit from giving to 
others, and we call this benefit vitality elements. Vitality elements are  the necessary 
nourishment for your soul. Just like your physical body needs food, air, and water to grow and 
survive. Your spiritual body needs life elements that come from God and vitality elements that 
come from serving others. And although vitality elements are a spiritual element, your physical 
body is able to reap the benefits of them through your spiritual body. There’s a special mutual 
relationship between your spirit body and physical body that allows this to occur. That’s why you 
feel happier and better about yourself after you do a service project, volunteer your time, or go 
out of your way to help someone. God created the law of give and take action so that you would 
be happier as a result of giving to others! 
 
Our society tends to promote the importance of achieving personal success in terms of money, 
status, and lifestyle. It’s likely that as a result of growing up in this society you’ve been taught to 
take care of your own needs and look out for yourself first before looking out for others. But one 
of the cornerstones of the Unificationist faith is that we believe living a life of service is an 
essential part of becoming an ideal person. We believe that living for the sake of others is the 
way in which you become a better person. And that’s because when you put the needs of others 
before your own, you learn to see from God’s viewpoint and to love the world the way God loves 
the world.  
 
True Parents have taught us that the way to create true peace and happiness in the world is by 
living for the sake of others. When we live for the sake of others we receive great blessings and 
support from heaven and good spirit world. It’s the foundation upon which the angels and good 
ancestors can help you be successful in life. Additionally, if you are able to think from someone 
else’s point of view and understand their heart, you will have learned to love with true love. This 
is what we call the culture of heart; it’s a culture in which we make decisions based on our 
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heartistic relationship with others instead of with our minds or bodies. If each person in our 
world practiced this type of culture, we would have a thriving world of peace and joy. 
There are many different ways that you can serve the world and your community. And an 
important part of taking responsibility for your life of faith is finding ways that you can 
contribute that inspire you and make you feel fulfilled. Some people may find fulfillment in 
witnessing, some may find fulfillment in making music for church, others may find it by doing 
work behind the scenes like setting up chairs for church, or sending out e-mails. The point is 
there is no wrong way to serve and live for others. And it’s your job to find the right place for you 
to plug in and give of yourself!  
 
Another way of living a life of service is by tithing, and it’s also an important practice of our 
Unificationist faith. We offer one-tenth of our income as a condition that is equivalent to having 
offered all that we have. The principle of give and take action is true in the case of tithing just as 
it is in all other areas of giving others. If we have a sincere heart in offering one-tenth of our 
money, we will be blessed as a result of our tithe. It can be hard to give our money, because 
money is a necessary part of our lives. It’s the way in which we are able to feed, clothe, and 
house ourselves and our families. It’s not as if God needs money, but we offer our money 
because it’s important to us. When we tithe sincerely, God and good spirit world recognize will 
bless us accordingly. In order to make a sincere offering to God, we must offer something that is 
important to us. So even in moments of financial difficulty, it’s even more important to continue 
to tithe so that heaven can bless you as a result of your offering. 
 
At this point in your life, church is run by your parents generation. But in 10 or 15 years things 
will change drastically. Someone in your Il Shim class may become the Pastor one day. Someone 
in your Il Shim class may become a Sunday School teacher, a Youth Pastor, the church 
bookkeeper, or the church clean up team. One day you and your peers will be running the 
church. And that means you will have the power and ability to make it the kind of place you want 
to be part of. And that process starts now. What kind of church community do you want to raise 
your future family in? How can you help make that happen now? 
 
You have our own spirit that needs to grow and it’s your job to take care of it. Just like it’s your 
job to make sure you eat, get exercise and take care of your physical body. One of the best ways 
to let your spirit grow consistently is by getting involved in your local church. It can be hard to 
put yourself out there, but the reward of serving your local community is priceless. You will feel 
happier, build deep relationships with others, and be a part of creating the community you want 
to be part of. You bring a unique perspective to our community that only you can provide. And 
we need you to build the Kingdom of Heaven. And you need opportunities to serve so that you 
can become the best version of yourself. Sounds like a win-win situation to me! 
 
Discuss with your Small Group: 

● Share an experience in which you felt like you benefited from giving of your time for 
someone or something else. 
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○ If you haven’t had that experience yet, share how you think you might benefit 
from giving of your time for a greater cause. 

1. What area of ministry would you like to get involved in? 
2. What kind of church community would you like to have for you and your future family? 

 
Activity: Fuzzy Wuzzies with a Twist 

3. Write your name on the top of a paper and pass the paper to your right. 
4. Write a short message on the paper you received which highlights that person’s best 

qualities, talents and skills. 
5. Continue to pass the paper to the right and write short messages to each person in the 

group until everyone gets their paper back. 
6. When you receive your pap back at the end take time to soak up the love and see how 

special you really are!  
 
Take Time to Think: 
How can you make service a part of your regular life? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What area of ministry could you see yourself contributing to in your adult life? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What kind of relationship and/or involvement would you like your future family to have with the 
church community? 
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Homework this Week: 

1. Complete 3 hours of service internship with your local community if you haven’t already. 
2. Write a  3-5 sentence blurb about what area of church ministry inspires you that will be 

used in the Il Shim Graduation program. Complete this homework today so that your Il 
Shim leader can use it in the program. 

3. Write a personal pledge to your parents that will be read during the graduation. The 
whole class will read the Il Shim pledge together, but the personal pledge will be read to 
your parents during the ring ceremony. Your personal pledge should have 3-5 points, 
and should reflect the type of commitment you want to make to your parents from now 
on. Here are a few examples to help you get started: 

a. Mom & Dad, I promise to turn to you whenever I have important questions. 
b. Mom & Dad, I will try hard to treat you with the respect you deserve. 
c. Mom & Dad, I am going towards talking to you everyday about things that are 

going on in my life. 
d. Mom & Dad, I pledge to be present and have fun with our family when we are 

together. 
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Session 10: Graduation 

 
Make sure to arrive 1 hour early to graduation so you can go over the program and rehearse your 
exit. You will sit in the front row during the ceremony.  
 
Attire: This is a big moment for you, so dress to celebrate your achievement. You should dress 
semi-formally: girls can wear dresses, skirts, or nice pants with a blouse, and boys can wear a 
suit or collared shirt with dress pants.  
 

1. Songs 
2. Prayer 
3. Message 
4. Ring Ceremony 

○ Parent Vow 
○ Youth Vow 
○ Ring Ceremony 
○ Hugs & Photo’s 

5. Participant Pledge 
○ I promise to make sincere effort to develop my relationship with God and my life 

of faith through prayer and through my lifestyle. 
○ I will strive to inherit the Unificationist traditions of honoring True Parents, 

upholding the value of the Blessing by maintaining my sexual purity until the 
Blessing, and living for the sake of others. 

○ I commit to the process of growing and deepening my relationship with my 
parents by practicing healthy and open communication. 

○ I will endeavor to find ways to serve my local church community and wider 
society with my unique passions and talents. 

6. Community Pledge 
○ We promise to be examples of healthy relationships with God, True Parents, and 

our Families through our daily habits and testimony. 
○ We will strive to create an atmosphere of love and encouragement as you grow 

and prepare for your future life as a Blessed Family. 
○ We commit to making space for you to be involved in our community so that you 

can express your God-given passions and talents. 
○ We believe in you, trust you, and are very excited to see the things you will 

accomplish! 
7. Prayer 
8. Mansei’s 
9. Recession 
10. Refreshments 
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